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The mapping process of high performance embedded applications to today’s multiprocessor system-on-
chip devices suffers from a complex toolchain and programming process. The problem is the expression
of parallelism with a pure imperative programming language, which is commonly C. This traditional
approach limits the mapping, partitioning and the generation of optimized parallel code, and conse-
quently the achievable performance and power consumption of applications from different domains.
The Architecture oriented paraLlelization for high performance embedded Multicore systems using scilAb
(ALMA) European project aims to bridge these hurdles through the introduction and exploitation of a Sci-
lab-based toolchain which enables the efficient mapping of applications on multiprocessor platforms
from a high level of abstraction. The holistic solution of the ALMA toolchain allows the complexity of both
the application and the architecture to be hidden, which leads to better acceptance, reduced development
cost, and shorter time-to-market. Driven by the technology restrictions in chip design, the end of expo-
nential growth of clock speeds and an unavoidable increasing request of computing performance, ALMA
is a fundamental step forward in the necessary introduction of novel computing paradigms and
methodologies.

� 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction not enough. A company must be able to take such a chip and pro-
Efficient, flexible, and high performance chips are needed. Many
performance-critical applications (e.g. digital video processing,
telecoms, and security applications) that need to process huge
amounts of data in a short time would benefit from these attri-
butes. Research projects such as MORPHEUS [1] and CRISP [2] have
demonstrated the feasibility of such an approach and presented
the benefit of parallel processing on real hardware prototypes. Pro-
viding a set of programming tools for respective cores is however
gram it, based on high-level tools and automatic parallelization/
mapping strategies without detailed knowledge of the underlying
hardware architecture. Only then, when combining the advantages
of an Application-Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) in terms of pro-
cessing density, with the flexibility of a Field-Programmable Gate
Array (FPGA), in addition to it being affordable since it could be
manufactured in larger numbers (like general purpose processors
or FPGAs), it will profit from benefits of programmability and
system level programming.

The Architecture oriented paraLlelization for high performance
embedded Multicore systems using scilAb (ALMA, Greek for ‘‘leap’’)
European project [3] intents to deliver a full framework for the
development for parallel and concurrent computer systems. The
main concept is programming in the platform-independent
high-level language Scilab, which is a pointer-free, numerically-
oriented programming language similar to the MATLAB language
[4], and still getting an optimized binary for a given hardware
architecture automatically from the tools. Scilab, together with
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ALMA-specific extensions, enables a simplified parallelism
extraction. A novel Architecture Description Language (ADL), the
ALMA ADL, is integrated into the whole toolflow for gaining
platform-independence from the target architecture. The ALMA par-
allel software optimization environment will be combined with a
SystemC simulation framework for Multiprocessor System-on-Chip
(MPSoC). The overall framework is evaluated by targeting two archi-
tectures as well as two application test cases.

In this paper, we present our concept of the ALMA toolset en-
abling compilation of Scilab source code to multicore architectures.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: First, Section 2 dis-
cusses the Scilab input language. Section 3 gives an overview of
the ALMA toolset followed by in-depth descriptions of the individ-
ual components. The toolset is based on an ADL that is explained in
Section 4. Section 5 introduces the ALMA front-end tools for pars-
ing, optimizing, and early performance evaluation of the Scilab in-
put language. The coarse-grain parallelism extraction (Section 6)
partitions, maps, and schedules the tasks to the target processor
cores while the fine-grain parallelism extraction (Section 7) ex-
ploits data-level parallelism on instruction level. Parallel platform
code generation (Section 8) compiles the optimized ALMA IR to
machine code that could be simulated by the multicore architec-
ture simulator (Section 9). In Section 10, the ALMA target architec-
ture and application test cases are introduced and Section 11
concludes the paper.

2. Scilab input language

With the end of exponential growth of clock frequencies caused
by the power wall, Multi-processor System-on-Chip (MPSoC) archi-
tectures approaches arise as one of the most popular ways to gain
high performance on embedded systems.

From the architecture perspective, efficient usage of MPSoCs re-
quires the exploitation of parallelism on different granularities. On
system level, coarse-grain parallelism must be exploited by paral-
lelizing and mapping algorithms to different processing cores.
Fine-grain parallelism is exploited on instruction level by targeting
Single Instruction, Multiple Data (SIMD) instructions that require the
usage of small integer data types and the vectorization of the
source code. Additionally, the usage of efficient supported data
types (integer or fixed-pointer data types over floating-point data
types) offers a performance improvement and energy reduction
but is coming along with accuracy reduction. In general, the effi-
cient programming of MPSoCs requires significant experience
and knowledge of target-specific optimizations. Thus, the pro-
grammability is one of the major problems of these systems.

On the other side, the end user does not want to care about par-
allelism and data types. In general, a typical end user does not have
– or does not want to have – a deep knowledge of the underlying
hardware. The end user wants to develop and explore algorithms
on a high level using a simple and comfortable language within a
numerical computing environment such as MATLAB [4]. For map-
ping his algorithm to the target architecture, the end user wants
a one-button solution that provides a high performance and energy
efficient result. In our approach, we try to bridge the gap between
the end user and architecture perspective by providing an inte-
grated toolchain for semi-automatic mapping of Scilab code to
MPSoC architectures. Scilab is a platform-independent, numeri-
cally-oriented, high-level programming language. MATLAB code,
which is similar in syntax, can be converted to Scilab. Scilab is
one of several open source alternatives to MATLAB.

While using the Scilab language for targeting MPSoC architec-
tures offers a lot of advantages to the end user, a compiler architect
would not select Scilab as a first choice. The language utilizes ma-
trix-based computation, dynamic typing, automatic memory man-
agement and lacks the ability for expressing concurrency, thus
making it hard to produce efficient code for MPSoC architectures.
Besides that, the Scilab language is very beneficial for automatic
parallelization since it does not use pointers. In the following, we
explain the advantage as well as our approach for addressing the
language difficulties of the Scilab input language.
Dynamic typing
The Scilab language uses dynamically typed variables. Each vari-
able can contain any Scilab data type (e.g. strings, boolean, inte-
gers, floating-point scalars and especially n-dimensional matrices
of these types) and the variable’s data type is specified by value
assignment. Within the Scilab environment, the type checking is
performed at run time – as opposed to at compile time. The run-
time type checking is computational intensive and implies the
usage of automatic memory management, thus hindering efficient
code generation for MPSoC architectures. To solve this issue, we
extended the Scilab language with annotations of static type infor-
mation. This approach allows the end user to soft migrate Scilab
applications for supporting the ALMA compilation process.

Matrix-based computation
Scilab uses matrices as the main data type. A variable can contain
arrays of 1 (vectors), 2 (matrices), or more dimensions. The lan-
guage provides simple matrix operations on the data type such
as multiplication. At run time, the size of matrices or vectors is
not fixed and can be changed by matrix operations. Therefore,
the user must provide the maximum size and dimension of array
data types within our ALMA annotations in order to avoid unpre-
dictable memory consumption as well as run-time overhead of
dynamic memory allocation. In that way, changing the size of
matrices is still possible (and is commonly used for constructing
matrices) but only the maximum size is limited.

Data type usage
Scilab supports integer data types of various bit widths but they
are not used in common practice. End users typically rely on float-
ing-point data types. In general, floating-point operations are
slower and less energy efficient than fixed-point data operations.
Additionally, the corresponding floating-point unit within a pro-
cessor consumes a significant amount of die area making the pro-
cessor more expensive. The usage of integer or fixed-point
operations can speed up computation and avoids using of expen-
sive hardware but is coming along with a loss of accuracy or a lim-
ited variable range. Therefore, we provide Scilab annotations to the
end user to specify the dynamic range of variables and the maxi-
mum quantization error caused by the reduced accuracy. With this
additional information, the ALMA toolchain is able to automati-
cally select appropriate integer data types for floating-point vari-
ables. The integer operations can then be further optimized by
using SIMD instructions.
Pointer free
A pointer (also called reference) is a programming language data
type whose value refers directly to (or ‘‘points to’’) another value
stored elsewhere in the computer memory using its address. Scilab
is a pointer-free language in common practice, i.e. a typical end
user does not use pointers for expression algorithms. That is in
contrast to the C programming language that requires pointers
e.g. for strings, efficiently passing of values to functions or return-
ing more than one variable from a function. In contrast to many
common programming languages, Scilab allows to specify more
than one output parameter per function, thus enabling the poin-
ter-free programming model. All function input parameters are
call-by-value in Scilab since there exist no pointers for realizing
call-by-reference. The abdication of pointers within the Scilab lan-
guage is very beneficial for compiler optimization since it avoids
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the pointer aliasing problem. Pointers can be dynamically changed
at run time and thus making it – in general – impossible to deter-
mine where a pointer points at compile time. Aliasing refers to the
situation where the same memory location can be accessed using
different names. Since a pointer can point to any variable or to
the same location as another pointer, a compiler does not know
the side effects of a pointer access. It is thus not allowed to reorder
pointer accesses and that finally limits the exploitation of instruc-
tion- and thread-level-parallelism within the compiler.

2.1. ALMA-specific Scilab extension

The ALMA toolchain recognizes an extended version of the Sci-
lab language in order to assist the automated mapping of Scilab
specification to a multicore system. The standard Scilab develop-
ment environment works as an interpreter with dynamic type
checking meaning that type context of expressions is validated
during execution. Matrices, which are the dominant data type,
may change their type and size at run time by simple assignment
statements. ALMA allows in the same way matrices dynamic resiz-
ing but restricts the matrices’ elements type to be determined stat-
ically at compile time. For this reason, ALMA input specification
composes of a declarative section accepting type and variable dec-
larations using the CDecl language and a Scilab language section
accepting Scilab programs. The two regions lie in a single file
(.sce) and are separated by the //%% delimiter with the declarative
region being first in sequence.

The Scilab compiler engine of ALMA translates Scilab source
code to annotated C code. The parser supports every specified fea-
ture of Scilab 5.3.3. However, idiosyncratic elements of Scilab such
as embedded C code blocks are not supported. More specifically,
the language features as can be seen in Table 1 are supported.

The CDecl language is an extension of a specific subset of the
C89 declarative syntax to adapt to Scilab compilation require-
ments. The subset of the C language declarations includes declara-
tive statements for arrays, character strings, and functions. Scalars
are considered as single element arrays while one-dimensional ar-
rays are modeled as row or column vectors. Using the widely
known C language declarative syntax has the advantage of requir-
ing minimal effort for Scilab designer to start developing programs
for ALMA. Every variable or function should be declared before
appearing in the Scilab section. The user should declare the type
and an upper bound (static size) for the size of matrix variables.
The size is dynamically allocated during program initialization
and refers to a steady data pool where the matrix data reside in
memory. The dynamic size of the array cannot exceed the static
size declared in the declarative region. Moreover, matrix variables
may reside in either global or function scope. For every global var-
iable in Scilab, a declaration of the following type is made in CDecl
where for matrix A a size of 10*10 integers is allocated upon pro-
gram initialization:

int A½10�½10�;
Table 1
Overview of supported Scilab language constructs.

Language
constructs

Support

Statements Assignment, function definition, return, if, while, select, for,
break

Expressions Expression primitives (integer, float, decimal, string literal,
logical value), identifier, function call, matrix, parenthesized
expression, negative expression, positive expression, !,
operators within expressions (:, ^, .^, ‘‘, ’’, +, �, ⁄, /, n, .⁄, .⁄.,
⁄.[0–9], ./, ./., /.[0–9], .n, .n., n.[0–9], &, &&, j, k, ==, �=, @=, <>,
<, >, <=, >=)

Declaration –
The following declaration depicts the declaration of matrix B in-
side the scope of function foo. In this case, a size of 10*100 integers
is reserved during program initialization. The scope operator :: has
been adopted in CDecl language to state the scope of the declared
variable.

int foo :: B½10�½100�;

Scilab function declaration required the adaptation of C declar-
ative syntax to handle the case of multiple output parameters.
CDecl language has two special specifiers, in and out, for declaring
whether a function parameter is an input or an output parameter.
Their usage is shown on the example below:

int foo1ðin int � �gfa;in int � �fb;out int � �kÞ;

where this declaration stands for Scilab function

function k ¼ foo1ðgfa;fbÞ

It is important to notice that formal function parameter vari-
ables inherit the size of the actual function parameter variables
during a function call. For this reason, formal function parameters
have their size unspecified (declared as double pointers) while the
type declaration of the elements is mandatory.

Moreover, an important point for end users is the policy regard-
ing the support of Scilab intrinsic functions. Scilab uses two forms
of intrinsic functions: (a) ‘‘fundamental’’ ones written in C lan-
guage and (b) ‘‘derived’’ ones written in Scilab and accessible from
the single input specification file.

Finally, the Scilab Front-End tools (SAFE) assists the subsequent
automatic coarse- and fine-grain parallelism exploitation engines
by transferring user information regarding task identification in
the form of SCILAB comments.
3. ALMA toolset overview

The ALMA toolset provides an end-to-end toolchain from Scilab
[5] code to executable code on embedded MPSoC platforms. The
typical use case involves an end user to develop and provide an
application in an ALMA-specific Scilab dialect, as well as an ab-
stract description of the target description using the ALMA Archi-
tecture Description Language (ADL), described in Section 4. The
ALMA-specific Scilab dialect is a subset of the Scilab language, en-
hanced with comment-type annotations, and is outlined in this pa-
per in Section 2. In the above use case, the ALMA toolset will
produce parallelized executable code ready to run on the desig-
nated multicore embedded platform.

The ALMA toolset workflow is presented in Fig. 2. The
ALMA-specific Scilab dialect source code is consumed by the Scilab
Front-End (SAFE), which produces a C representation of the original
code. Next, the C code is loaded into the GeCoS open source com-
piler framework [6] and is converted to the ALMA-specific Interme-
diate Representation (IR). The ALMA-specific IR is a GeCoS IR,
extended to meet the needs of the ALMA project. Several transfor-
mations are applied to the ALMA-specific IR, implemented as Ge-
CoS passes, before platform-independent MPSoC code is
produced. The fine-grain parallelism extraction step, described in
Section 7, targets the exploitation of the Single Instruction, Multiple
Data (SIMD) instruction set of the underlying MPSoC architectures,
addressing the data type selection and memory access aware vec-
torization problems. The coarse-grain parallelism extraction and
optimization step, described in Section 6, analyzes and modifies
the Control and Data Flow Graph (CDFG) in order to cluster, parti-
tion and schedule subgraphs to the available cores taking into ac-
count temporal and spatial constraints imposed by the
architecture, the computational load, and the memory transactions
of the various tasks. The parallelism extraction steps rely on the
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platform ADL description, which is available to them through the
ADL Compiler. In addition, the ALMA Multi-Core Simulator, which
is an abstraction of the platform specific simulators, assists the
code optimization steps by providing more accurate performance
estimations.

The diagram in Fig. 1 shows the ALMA approach from the target
MPSoC perspective. The figure distinguishes between hardware
and software. On the bottom, embedded MPSoC architectures are
implemented, such as platforms based on Recore’s reconfigurable
DSP cores or Kahrisma [7–9] cores. The ALMA toolset from Fig. 1
shows how the ALMA approach from Fig. 2 is integrated with the
multicore hardware/simulator. Fig. 1 depicts that the output of
the ALMA tools (e.g. Fig. 2) is C-based code with parallel descrip-
tions. This C-based code is taken as input for the target multicore
platform hardware-specific compilers (e.g. Recore Xentium com-
piler, Kahrisma compiler, etc.). The executable binaries that are
created by the hardware specific compilers can be run in the mul-
ticore simulators or can be directly executed on the multicore
hardware.

An abstract ADL description of the multicore hardware architec-
ture will be used as an input for the ALMA approach. The ADL pro-
vides two goals:

1. ADL defines an abstract hardware description of the multicore
hardware target. This abstract information is used to build a
multicore simulation environment for the multicore hardware
target.

2. Additional characteristics about the multicore hardware are
defined which will be used during the optimization steps of
the ALMA tools.

4. ALMA architecture description language

The ALMA Architecture Description Language (ADL) is a funda-
mental component of the ALMA toolset and is used by all other
components as a central database to gather information about
the current target architecture. The ADL is a key component to
Fig. 1. ALMA toolset from a
enable the target independence of the overall ALMA tool flow.
Within the project, the architecture independence is shown by tar-
geting two different architectures. Beyond that, the ADL-based ap-
proach enables the extensibility of the ALMA toolset to other target
architectures as well as parametric design-space exploration of the
target templates. The ADL serves as the hardware description input
for the ALMA approach and therefore it provides the following
features:

� Abstract hierarchical structural description for simulation of
multi-core architectures.
� Behavioral annotations to the structural description for com-

piler-oriented application mapping to multi-core target
architectures.
� Microarchitecture, resource and instruction set description for per-

formance estimation, SIMD instruction selection and platform-
specific C code generation.
� Configuration description for supporting reconfigurable

architectures.
� Extensibility by using a special markup language.
� Compact description of regular structures using loop and condi-

tional constructs.
� Parameterizable description by using variables.

While there exists several ADLs for MPSoCs [10–12], none is
suitable to fulfill the special requirements of the ALMA toolset
including structural specification for simulation and behavioral
information for compilation. Therefore, we developed a novel
ADL that is tailored for the special needs of the ALMA project
and the ALMA tools described within the following sections.
4.1. ADL data description

The ADL is based on a special markup language for coding hier-
archical structured data in a text document. It is comparable to
XML [13] and JSON [14] and creates a tree representation of the de-
scribed data. The language uses scalar data types as leaf nodes and
n end user perspective.
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vector or object containers as inner nodes. While elements in a
vector container are referenced with numbers, the elements inside
an object can be referenced with a string key. Furthermore, the
data description language offers the flexibility to use variables as
well as constant mathematical expressions, for-loops and condi-
tional constructs. This enables the flexibility to describe regular
MPSoC structures very abstract. After variable propagation, math-
ematical expression calculation, and ‘‘for’’/‘‘if’’ statement interpre-
tation, the format can be converted to an XML or JSON
representation and is thus further reusable.
4.2. ADL architecture description

Based on the markup language, the structure of the ADL
description is specified. The ADL is structured in various major
sections that allow the specification of the ALMA target architec-
tures from a structural perspective annotated with behavioral
information. Thereby, we rely on the concept of modules, in-
stances, and connections as widely used by hardware description
languages such as VHDL or SystemVerilog but without describing
the individual modules and connections on bit- or Register Trans-
fer Level (RTL) granularity. Instead, the modules and connections
are only specified in an abstract fashion in order to enable the
analyzability that would be nearly impossible for a lower level
of abstraction.

In detail, the ADL comprises the following top sections:
Global is used for global architecture definitions
like base frequency. In addition to that, a
boot configuration can be defined for recon-
figurable architectures.

Interfaces is a library of usable connection types. An
interface connects two or more modules
with predefined ports and can provide
behavioral information about connection
type, transmission constraints, throughput,
and other connection details.

Modules is a library of available system parts,
describing their behavior and functionality.
Modules can be instantiated and can be con-
nected by ports using interfaces. A single
module consists of a port definition, simula-
tion information and one or more behav-
ioral annotations that define different
module properties. Additionally, a module
can hierarchically instantiate other modules
that are implemented as submodules.

TopLevel is a special base module of each system
description. In this part of the system
description the top-level modules are
instantiated and connected via interfaces.

Configurations allows expressing reconfigurable architec-
tures that can change the functionality of
one or a group of modules. A configuration
consists of required modules and their con-
nections as well as the functionality of the
grouped modules.

Microarchitectures specifies information about one or more
processor architectures. A microarchitecture
is referenced within the Core behavioral
type annotated to modules or
configurations.

4.3. Behavioral annotation

The structural specification of the target architecture within the
ADL is annotated with behavioral information. A behavioral anno-
tation can be applied to a Module, Configuration or Interface (see
Table 2 column three). A behavioral annotation can consist of one
or more behavioral types. A behavioral type categorizes e.g. a mod-
ule as memory, cache, network router or core (processing ele-
ment). Each Type is described by a set of different properties, e.g.
a Memory type would include the size and delay properties. An
overview of the possible behavioral types and their supported
properties is given in Table 2.

The behavioral annotations do not represent an exact specifica-
tion of the system’s behavior. They rather provide an approximate
description for optimizing application mapping to as well as per-
formance estimation of the target architecture. The behavioral
annotations are all well-defined in order to enable their analyzabil-
ity within the ADL Compiler. The structural description as well as
non-structural but behavioral information is extracted by the
ADL Compiler. To enable accurate simulations additional simula-
tion parameters are available.
4.4. Microarchitecture description

A microarchitecture description is a special behavioral annota-
tion, as specified in Section 4.3, to describe a processor core. This
description contains the available data types (i.e. the register for-
mats), the resources within the processor pipeline, the instruction
set and some compiler-specific information.



Table 2
Overview of behavior annotations within the ADL.

Behavioral type Properties Usage

Reconfigurable – Module/Conf.
MemoryMapping Mappings Module/Conf.
Cache HitDelay, Size, LineSize, Associativity,

WriteStrategy, ReplacementStrategy Module/Conf.
Memory Delay, Size Module/Conf.
NetworkAdapter Latency, MessageTypes Module/Conf.
Network Latency, Method, RoutingProtocol Module/Conf.
NetworkRouter Latency Module/Conf.
Link Latency, Throughput, Direction, Sender Interface
Core Microarchitecture Module/Conf.
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The instruction set within the microarchitecture section is
thereby described for three reasons: (1) for early performance
estimation within the compilation flow, (2) for a list of SIMD
instructions to be used by our auto-vectorization approach within
fine-grain parallelism extraction and (3) for translating the ALMA
Intermediate Representation (IR) to C code during parallel code gen-
eration. As we do not target compiler generation out of the instruc-
tion set description, we are able to describe the instruction set
from the ALMA IR perspective instead of using the architecture
perspective, as it is common practice in state-of-the-art ADLs. For
each platform-independent operation and data type within the
ALMA IR, the resource consumption and C code generation rules
(i.e. for using intrinsics) are described. Instructions not natively
supported can be added using function calls.

In Listing 1 an example for specifying an ADD and SIMD ADD
operation within the ADL is given. Beyond the plain specification
of the instruction set, this perspective additionally allows including
instruction-set-specific compiler decisions and thus enables effi-
cient performance estimation.

4.5. Hierarchy

The ADL supports hierarchical modeling of the architecture
structure including behavioral details in the Modules section of
the ADL. A module is defined in the Modules section of the ADL
and can instantiate other modules as submodules. The ADL uses
a strict hierarchical model. Therefore, connections between sub-
modules of different parent modules are not allowed, all submod-
ules of a module belong to the same level but submodules can
themselves have submodules and the ALD Compiler checks for
the existence of hierarchical loops.

The hierarchical modeling allows a compact description of the
target architecture. Beyond that, hierarchy enables architecture
modeling across different abstraction levels, namely the algorith-
mic and architectural level as known from the Gajski-Kuhn-Y-
Chart. Therefore, in a single ADL description it is possible to model
Listing 1. Example specification of an
e.g. a Network-on-Chip (NoC) on architectural abstraction level as a
Module and additionally provide structural information (network
topology) on the algorithmic level using submodules.

For simulation, either a fast behavioral or a cycle-accurate sim-
ulation can be independently setup for subsystems within the
overall simulation environment by ignoring simulation related
information. E.g., the memory/cache subsystem could be simulated
cycle-accurate while the NoC is only simulated behaviorally. This
finally enables a flexible trade-off between performance and accu-
racy within the simulator.

Behavioral annotations can be combined from different abstrac-
tion levels. E.g., the routing protocol on architecture level is com-
bined with topology details, like delays, on algorithmic level to
extract all communication paths between pairwise communication
partners. The communication paths feed as input for the mapping
algorithm within the coarse-grain parallelism extraction.
4.6. ADL compiler

The interface between the ADL and the other tools of the tool-
chain is realized by the ADL Compiler. It is a tool that parses the
given ADL file, analysis the structural ADL, extracts compiler-spe-
cific information, and stores the information into JSON files. A
well-defined API is available within the GeCoS framework for
accessing the extracted information from the ADL Compiler. The
individual commands enable the extraction of the following
information:

getCoreCount ()
The maximum number of parallel processing cores.

getCommunicationInformation (Core1, Core2)
Communication information, delay and throughput, for pairwise
data transfer between Core1 and Core2 if it is possible.

getCoreMemoryInformation (Core)
A list of all available memories of this core including access delays,
unaligned memory access overhead and access width.

getDataTypes (Core)
A list of supported data types by the target architecture.

getInstructions (Core)
List of supported assembly instructions by the target processor
core including a list of supported SIMD instructions.

getCoreArchitecture (Core)
High-level information about the architecture of one core.
ADD and SIMD ADD instruction.
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Thereby, the ADL Compiler is a key component for enabling the
description of multi-purpose information with different require-
ments within a single ADL description. On the one side, the ADL
description is simulation oriented and requires structural informa-
tion about the components within the target architecture. On the
other side, the compilation phases, namely the fine- and coarse-
grain parallelism extraction and parallel code generation, require
information on a higher abstraction level. Therefore, the ADL Com-
piler is a tool to connect the different abstraction layers. The ADL
Compiler will extract the information of the structural domain
and combine it with the behavioral annotations as can be seen in
the representation within the Gajski-Kuhn-Y-Chart in Fig. 3.

5. Scilab frontend

The Scilab ALMA frontend is the first stage within the frame-
work workflow and comprises of three tools:

� The Scilab Frontend Environment (SAFE), a source-to-source
compiler that parses a Scilab program and generates three out-
put representations of this input: (1) a parse tree based on the
C/89 BNF grammar and produced by a LALR parser, (2) a tree-
like High-Level intermediate representation generated by ana-
lyzing the parse tree, and (3) C code that will later be used as
the input specification for GeCoS framework.
� The ALMA profiler (aprof) offers block- and instruction-level pro-

filing at an early stage. Its purpose is used for providing basic
block and Scilab variable statistics for enabling an initial parti-
tioning in the context of coarse-grain optimization. A secondary
use of aprof is to assist end users in identifying application hot-
spots.
� The ALMA High-level Optimizer (ALMA HLO) attempts to apply

generally beneficial optimizations to the HLIR generated by
SAFE.

5.1. SAFE (Scilab Frontend Environment)

ScilAb Front-End (SAFE) is a source-to-source compiler that
translates Scilab 5.3.3 source code to equivalent C code. The
Fig. 3. The ADL compiler in the context of the Gajski-Kuhn-Y-Chart.
compiler front-end consists of two modules: (1) a parser recogniz-
ing the syntax of Scilab, and (2) a parser recognizing C declarative
statements that bridge the gap between the untyped Scilab syntax
and C language type system. The Scilab parser produces a tree like
representation, called Scilab High Level Intermediate Representation
(SHLIR), of the Scilab program while the CDecl parser produces a
tree like intermediate representation, called CDecl HLIR (DHLIR),
representing the declarative statements of the declarative section.
DHLIR passes through a decoding process (Decipher Types) as
shown in Fig. 4 to convert the DHLIR tree into appropriate types
of the Scilab program symbols. In the end, the overall program
information is carried by the SHLIR and Symbol Table. SHLIR and
Symbol Table information are combined into the C Generator mod-
ule to produce the output C code. It was agreed that this output C
code will be the representation that will later be used as the input
specification for UR1’s GeCoS framework. Fig. 4 gives an overview
of the SAFE compiler architecture.

SAFE’s front-end requires a single file (.sce file) organized into
two successive regions separated by the special //%% delimiter.
The first region involves declarations written in a C-like language,
assigning type to Scilab user variables (CDecl), while the second re-
gion is for purely Scilab input. The output of the front end is a tree-
like representation (SHLIR) that corresponds to a refined version of
the Scilab parse tree along with type information for each Scilab
variable.

SAFE’s compiler back-end can be configured to produce differ-
ent forms of output. For this reason, the user may provide specific
directives in the form of pragmas to configure specific aspects of
code generation. In addition, the compiler may pass information
concerning parallelization to the back-end in a transparent way.
This information is expressed by the user, in the input Scilab code,
in the form of comments. Being inside comments, the annotations
do not affect in any way the rest of the Scilab or C code.

The SAFE back-end performs the SHLIR linearization transform-
ing the SHLIR to equivalent C code. The generated C code is orga-
nized into multiple header (.h) and implementation (.c) C files.
These files are logically separated into three categories: the first
one contains the code derived from the direct translation of the
Scilab input, the second contains declarations of data structures
corresponding to Scilab data types and prototypes of the imple-
mentations of internal Scilab functions in C. The implementation
of theses internal functions are provided in the third file.
Fig. 4. SAFE compiler architecture.
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5.2. aprof (ALMA profiler)

The ALMA Scilab frontend includes an intermediate representa-
tion (IR) profiler, named aprof (ALMA profiler), that offers block-
and instruction-level profiling at an early stage. Its purpose is to
compute application performance bounds given generic architec-
tural assumptions. It uses an internal IR called NAC (N-Address
Code) [15]. The aprof high-level performance estimator is used
for providing basic block and Scilab variable statistics for enabling
an initial partitioning in the context of coarse-grain optimization. A
secondary use of aprof is to assist end-users in identifying applica-
tion hot-spots.

The basic steps involved in aprof are shown in Fig. 5. As input to
aprof, SHLIR is supplied, corresponding to Abstract Syntax Trees
(ASTs) produced by SAFE. The SHLIR-to-NAC generator produces
code for the internal NAC IR. NAC operations specify a mapping
from a set of n ordered inputs to a set of m ordered outputs as fol-
lows: o1, . . ., om <= oper i1, . . ., in; where oper specifies the IR-
level instruction. The memory access model defines dedicated ad-
dress spaces per array, so that both loads and stores require an ex-
plicit array identifier. An indexed load in C b = a[i]; is translated
as b<=load a, i;, while an indexed store a[i] = b; as a <= store
b, i;. Procedure calls are non-atomic operations; for instance (y)

<= sqrt (x); computes the square root of x.
At this stage, annotations can be placed as NAC operations for

tracking events such as entering basic blocks. Then, static and dy-
namic analyzes are ready to proceed: static analyzers are used to
extract statistics such as the static instruction mix and data type
coverage for the application. aprof extracts ODGs (Operation
Dependence Graphs) in non-SSA, SSA (Static Single Assignment)
[16,17] or pseudo-SSA form, which are partial CDFGs (Control-Data
Flow Graphs) for each task/function of the application for estimat-
ing performance. Pseudo-SSA form applies variable renaming and
out-of-SSA conversion locally, at the basic block level. Scheduling
engines account for generic architectural parameters to model a
range of machines: (a) a sequential machine, (b) maximum intra-
block parallelism (ASAP scheduling), (c) ideal block processor (in-
ter-block parallelism) and (d) ideal thread processor (task
parallelism).

The latter two options are used to estimate the amount of inter-
block parallelism in the application at compile time. Scheduling for
the ideal block or thread processor explores the potential of exe-
Fig. 5. Intermediate stages
cuting certain basic blocks or tasks in parallel. This is performed
by identifying mutually independent basic blocks or functions in
a given CFG (Control Flow Graph) or call graph, respectively. Re-
duced acyclic forms of these graphs must be examined incorporat-
ing profiling information, e.g. their spanning trees. Spanning trees
can then be scheduled in order to detect mutually independent
tasks/procedures. Thus, task-level scheduling will involve mutually
independent tasks/procedures that correspond to different
threads/cores, assuming a homogeneous configuration. Each ver-
sion of an ideal machine should be considered as a superset of
the previous ones, i.e. the ideal thread processor offers all levels
of parallelism. Realistic constraints such as communication and
synchronization effects are not modeled at this point, thus only
an upper bound on achievable performance is estimated.

Dynamic performance analysis will use a compiled simulator
accepting NAC as its input. For the fast compiled simulation ap-
proach, NAC is back-converted to its corresponding unstructured
C code. Host tools can be used to compile and execute the cus-
tomized simulator for the specific application to collect basic
block execution frequencies and extract the dynamic instruction
mix. Then, these results are combined with the ILP profile pro-
duced by the scheduler to obtain an estimate on abstract machine
cycles.
5.2.1. Estimating hardware resources utilization
The task of hardware resources utilization estimation by aprof is

to provide a resource utilization report for reference by the end
user application developers. The estimation will be based on static
analysis of the NAC code executed on the NAC virtual machine
using compiled simulation. This metric establishes the proposed
generic architecture of a NACVM hypothetical processor that
would compare to the resource utilization of a real world architec-
ture. Thus, resource utilization estimation at the NACVM level
should be indicative of good resource utilization by real-world
architectures such as the embedded multi-core targets that are of
interest to the ALMA project. Other techniques proposed in the
past involve CDFG state analysis [18], and execution trace analysis
[19].

The NACVM corresponds to an abstract machine, for which the
following hold:
of the ALMA profiler.
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� An interblock parallel machine can initiate an unconstrained
number of basic blocks in parallel, if allowed by the static
dependencies in the program.
� Similarly, a task parallel machine can initiate an unconstrained

number of tasks.
� Homogeneous register file organization with unlimited number

of read/write ports.
� Unlimited storage (actually limited by the capabilities of the

host machine) and memory accesses.
� Operation costs are assigned based on a data-independent table

with estimated cycles; the effect of mechanisms such as branch
prediction, cache misses, pipeline hazards are not considered.

5.3. High-level Optimizer (ALMA HLO)

The ALMA High-level Optimizer (ALMA HLO) attempts to apply
generally beneficial optimizations to the SHLIR as expressed in C
form. Each transformation is implemented as a separate executable
compiled from the corresponding rule-based transformation
source file, written in the TXL [20] programming language.

In context of the HLO, basic loop transformations can be applied
based on syntactical transformations written in TXL. The GeCoS
fine-grain optimizer provides a comprehensive framework for
optimizing static control parts (SCoPs) of programs. This applies
for certain transformations such as strip mining, partial/full loop
unrolling, and loop reversal, which are then enabled in a much
more controlled manner. Transformations that do not require data
flow analyzes can be applied by the HLO as well; this includes loop
bump, extension, reduction, loop coalescing, and loop
normalization.

The frontend optimizations provided by the HLO will focus on
the following aspects:

� Generic code canonicalization including simplifications and
algebraic identities.
� Syntactical code restructurings among iteration and if-conver-

sion schemes.
� Advanced arithmetic/algebraic optimizations such as
– constant and variable modulo optimization,
– single and multiple constant multiplication/division,
– constant multiplication by a vector or matrix,
– optimizing linear structures,
– polynomial expression rewriting.

� Source-level matrix flattening.
� Aggressive/selective procedure inlining.
� Loop invariant code motion.

Arithmetic optimizations include generally beneficial optimiza-
tions such as strength reduction of constant multiplications and
divisions. Multiplication by an integer constant (kmul) [21,22] al-
lows for significant speed improvement and area reduction since
a full variable multiplier needs not be used. Contemporary FPGAs
offering high-speed embedded multipliers might seem to render
this optimization unnecessary, however it is always relevant in
microprocessors without full-range hardware multipliers. Division
by an integer constant uses a multiplication with the multiplicative
inverse of the constant followed by a number of adjustment steps.
Efficient algorithms for calculating the multiplicative inverse can
be found in [23].

TXL is unsuitable for numerical computation, thus the constant
multiplication/division code generators are written in C. Fig. 6
illustrates the combined TXL and ANSI C approach.

The first two steps apply preprocessing for splitting local scope
variable declarations and removing those that are redundant or
unused. Then, they are localized and subsequently function calls
to specialized constant multiplication routines are introduced.
These routines are then generated by the C tool and concatenated
to the application ALMA IR/C. The optimized routines can be in-
lined at their call site by the platform compiler to eliminate argu-
ment-passing overheads.
6. Coarse-grain parallelism extraction and optimization

The coarse-grain parallelism extraction and optimization step
of the ALMA toolset is responsible to provide parallel implementa-
tions for the input source code, with respect to a global view of the
program, while selectively ignoring specific code blocks to reduce
the search space. Inputs to the coarse-grain parallelism extraction
step include the program in the form of the ALMA Intermediate Rep-
resentation (ALMA IR) which exposes task-level parallelism possi-
bilities along with the platform description in ADL through the
ADL Compiler.

For initial coarse-grain parallelism extraction, profiling infor-
mation (basic block execution frequencies, Scilab variable size sta-
tistics, and early performance estimation) from the ALMA profiler
as part of the ALMA frontend is used. This is updated by accurate
run-time profiling for the generated programs provided by the spe-
cific architecture simulator modules through the ALMA Multicore
Simulator. The profiling is used as feedback in order to fine-tune
the optimization process and is valuable since no architecture rep-
resentation can fully model the MPSoC platform performance.
Sample program input can be provided by the user to increase
the simulator feedback accuracy.

The coarse-grain parallelism extraction and optimization sub-
system follows an iterative process that follows the steps pre-
sented in Fig. 7, which are analyzed in the following paragraphs.
6.1. Coarse-grain parallelism extraction

The coarse-grain parallelism extraction step consists in analyz-
ing and transforming the intermediate representation used in Ge-
CoS to obtain a hierarchical task graph exposing task level
dependencies. Because the GeCoS initial intermediate representa-
tion is unlikely to offer a sufficient amount of such parallelism, this
task graph extraction is preceded by several program transforma-
tions. The goal of these transformations is to expose additional task
parallelism, and consists of the following stages:

� A loop coarse-grain parallelization stage based on a combina-
tion of loop fusion and tiling. Scilab programs already expose
a significant amount of data parallelism thanks to its use of
matrix operation. However, using this parallelism as is is gener-
ally not a good solution as it may lead to parallel tasks suffering
from a very poor (and hence harmful) communication/compu-
tation ratio, which in turn will prevent from obtaining an effi-
cient parallel allocation and schedule.
� A domain-specific parallelization stage, which will rely on the

semantics of some of the most widely used Scilab built-in func-
tions (e.g. FFT, correlation, convolution, etc.) to propose specific
parallelization transformations as proposed by Milder et al.
[24]. For example, an FFT kernel can be easily split into several
tasks (with additional parallelism) thanks to recursive decom-
position into several smaller FFT kernels.

These transformations can be parameterized to perform a more
or less aggressive parallelization of the program in order to in-
crease the number of independent tasks in the resulting ALMA
IR. This feature is exposed to the following stages enabling an iter-
ative optimization flow.



Fig. 6. Flow of TXL transformations for constant multiplication/division.

Fig. 7. Coarse-grain iteration steps.
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6.2. Task clustering and partitioning

As strongly connected elementary tasks would incur high com-
munication and synchronization penalties if mapped to different
cores, we use clustering heuristics as a first step to combine ele-
mentary tasks into composite structures, which in the ALMA con-
text are called hyperblocks. This process is performed iteratively, in
order to achieve the desired level of granularity, balancing the
number of the resulting hyperblocks between search space reduc-
tion and optimization opportunities exposed from smaller
hyperblocks.

During the graph partition step, independent partitions of the
modified CDFG, are generated. The graph-partitioning step pro-
duces larger clusters of hyperblocks that exhibit minimal depen-
dencies between them. Each graph partition defines a potential
task that is going to be executed by a single core and inherits in
and out control and data dependencies of the included hyper-
blocks. Hyperblocks may appear in more than one task and pro-
vides the flexibility to trade-off the computational cost of
reproducing results compared to communicating the results from
another core, if these results are used by subsequent hyperblocks
assigned to the same core. The partitioning engine uses a custom
developed algorithm and is combined with the scheduling and
mapping heuristics algorithms. The task graph incorporates
estimated task computation times, as derived by profiling, and
loose/pessimistic estimates on the intertask communication
timings.

6.3. Task mapping and scheduling

After graph partitioning, task mapping assigns tasks to different
cores for execution on the target architecture. In the context of the
ALMA project, only homogeneous multicore architectures are ad-
dressed, which simplifies the mapping process. Assigning tasks to
cores imposes the generation of communication and synchroniza-
tion nodes in the CDFG in order to maintain control and data
dependencies of the original program. The communication nodes
may include node duplication or data transfer nodes, with node
duplication used when it is cheaper to re-compute a result instead
of transferring it. Data transfer nodes are used besides transferring
data as a synchronization mechanism.

After tasks are mapped to cores, the task-scheduling step reor-
ders hyperblocks for each core in order to improve performance.
The scheduling problem is modeled as a project-scheduling prob-
lem with multiple workers. For each task, earliest and latest dead-
lines for beginning and ending are defined and each task is
scheduled to exactly one core. A heuristic algorithm generates an
initial solution based on the result of the graph partitioning algo-
rithms, although the task mapping may be changed if during the
scheduling algorithm a better solution can be found. Several opti-
mization goals can be defined. In the ALMA context, the smallest
critical execution path or smallest average workload imbalance be-
tween worker cores is used. To address different behavior depend-
ing on input parameters, different schedules are generated with an
injection of a conditional statement to decide the active schedule
during run-time.

6.4. Modeling the optimization problem

For the above steps, we implemented various exact and approx-
imate solution methods. A Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) model
is used to solve small instances providing optimal solutions. A
modified model is used to solve sub-problems of larger instances
to optimality, although the process does not guarantee globally
optimal solutions. MIP has been used before for automatic parall-
elization of embedded software [25]. Our approach combines
MIP with single path metaheuristic methods like simulated
annealing [26], tabu search [27], great deluge [28], and late accep-
tance hill climbing [29] to provide high quality solutions in a
timely manner. The use of single-path and population-based meta-
heuristic methods for the task-planing problem for heterogeneous
multiprocessors is presented in [30]. Beg presents in [31] a heuris-
tic for graph partitioning the data dependency graph in order to as-
sign computational workload on cores of a multicore system, with
the main feature to identify the critical path of the code. Ferrandi
et al. propose an ant colony optimization to optimize the hierarchi-
cal task graphs for MPSoC parallel applications [32]. Tournavitis
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et al. identify that traditional target-specific mapping heuristics are
inflexible and propose a machine-learning based prediction mech-
anism for the mapping decisions [33].
7. Fine-grain parallelism extraction and accuracy exploration

This component is responsible for fine-grain parallelism extrac-
tion targeting at the Single Instruction, Multiple Data (SIMD) instruc-
tion set of the RECORE and KARISHMA target architectures. Two
interrelated problems are addressed in this task: SIMD vectoriza-
tion and floating-point to fixed-point conversion.

Many embedded processors and DSPs [34], including the RE-
CORE and KAHRISMA cores, offer SIMD or Sub-Word Parallelism
(SWP) instructions to exploit data-level parallelism on short inte-
gers data types. These instruction sets are designed to take advan-
tage of sub-word parallelism available in many embedded
applications (multimedia, wireless communications, image pro-
cessing). The principle behind these extensions is simple: an oper-
ator (multiplier, adder, shift) of word-length W having SWP
capabilities can be decomposed into P operations in parallel on
sub-words of W/P length (e.g., a 64 bit SWP adder can execute
2 � 32,4 � 16 and 8 � 8 bits vector additions). Efficient compila-
tion for such instruction set is known to be difficult as their perfor-
mance is very sensitive to memory layout decisions, loop-level
data dependencies, and of course integer data encoding choices.

This last difficulty is worsened by the fact that the vast majority
of Scilab programs operate on matrix and vector of floating-point
data. This is an important issue when targeting heterogeneous
embedded multi-core architectures, as only a few architectures of-
fer native hardware support for floating-point arithmetic and even
fewer provide floating-point SIMD capabilities. Obtaining an effi-
cient implementation hence involves a costly floating-point to
fixed-point conversion step, which is generally done manually
and requires exhaustive simulations. To address this issue, we in-
stead propose to rely on an analytical modeling of the program
accuracy in terms of Signal to Quantization Noise Ratio (SQNR) as
a function of the fixed-point encodings used by the program [35].
This modeling can then be used to automatically construct the set
of fixed-point encodings satisfying application requirements.

As a consequence, when moving from the initial floating-point
Scilab implementation to a fixed-point integer version, the de-
signer has the opportunity to choose short bit width data encoding
to be able to benefit from the SIMD extensions (provided the pro-
gram exposes enough parallelism). This then comes at the cost of a
loss of numerical accuracy in the results due to quantization noise
[35], and exposes complex performance/accuracy trade-off optimi-
zation problems, that we want to address in our flow [36].

In ALMA, the extraction of fine-grain parallelism hence com-
prises two stages: data type binding and data parallelization. This
parallelization will only be applied to the subset of programs that
is amenable to polyhedral analysis, this subset being known as Sta-
tic Control Part (SCoP). This module then regenerates an expanded
ALMA IR where all Scilab vector- or matrix-based operations are
expanded into scalar-level operations in nested loop constructs,
in which the target processor SIMD instructions are exposed using
intrinsic functions.
7.1. Data type selection

The aim of this stage is to select the data types that will enable
the use of highly parallel vector operations, while enforcing the
accuracy constraints provided by the user in the Scilab source code
through annotations. This problem can be formulated as a con-
strained optimization problem in which performance/accuracy
trade-offs are explored. Such optimization requires on one hand
the definition of a realistic performance model of the SIMD instruc-
tion set, in which the penalties caused by unaligned memory
accesses and packing/unpacking instruction must be taken into
consideration. This information will be obtained from the input
program and from the ADL description of the target architecture.
On the other hand, the constraint function corresponding to the
numerical accuracy will be obtained by considering the quantiza-
tion noise power as a numerical accuracy metric. Approaches
based on analytical models will be favored over simulations to ob-
tain reasonable optimization times. An important aspect of the
problem is that, to the difference of previous approaches that ex-
plore accuracy/performance trade-off, the number of data encod-
ing types remains very limited, as it must correspond to a
machine supported type (byte, word, double word), and therefore
reduces the optimization search space.

7.2. Memory-aware vectorization

The aim of this stage is to perform the parallelization process, in
other words, to expose a vectorized code, in which the target SIMD
machine instructions are used through intrinsic function calls.
Although the initial Scilab specification already exposes vector par-
allelism through vector/matrix level operations, this parallelism
may lead to very suboptimal performance, as it rarely exhibits
good spatial and/or temporal memory access locality. Our ap-
proach consists in restructuring the program control flow through
complex loop transformations (loop interchange, fusion, and tiling)
that will jointly address parallelization and vectorization [37]. In
addition to the control flow, we will also explore complex array
layout transformations, to reduce the program memory footprint
and also to limit as much a possible the need for unaligned mem-
ory access and vector packing/unpacking instructions [38].

This loop and array layout transformation framework will be
based on the well-known polyhedral model, which enables the
exploration of a large space of program transformations, and pro-
vides efficient code generation features.
8. Parallel platform code generation

The parallel platform code generation compiles the ALMA IR
from fine- and coarse-grain parallelization into executable binary
for the target architectures. The binary could then be either simu-
lated by the multicore architecture simulator or executed by the
target architecture. It uses two inputs, (1) the CDFG of the ALMA
IR including coarse-grain mapping and scheduling to processor
cores as well as fine-grain SIMD instructions and (2) high-level
information of the target cores provided by the ADL description.

The parallel code generation relies on the code generation for
single processors. It does not directly compile the ALMA IR into
executable binaries. Instead, the ALMA IR is first converted into C
source code within the GeCoS framework and afterwards compiled
to target binaries. The advantage of this approach is that it allows
to reuse existing, state-of-the-art C compilers generating opti-
mized assembler code.

8.1. Parallel C code generation

The parallel platform code generation will be part of the ALMA
extensions for the GeCoS framework and compiles the ALMA IR into
target-specific C source code. The tasks of the CDFG are directly
translated into C statements and functions including dedicated
communication primitives for transferring data between tasks
mapped to different cores. The layout of the available memories
is calculated and the variables are placed into the available memory
locations. For each core, an individual task schedule is available and
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control code for implementing the scheduling is generated. The
generated C code is passed to the target-specific code generation
tools that compile the C source code for each processor individually.

The C code generation for Scilab variables and operations is
dependent on the variable type. For scalar variables, only the arith-
metic and logical C operators (e.g. +, ⁄) are generated. Whereas for
n-dimensional array variables, operator functions are called. The
operator functions are available as a library and perform the vector
or matrix operations using for loops. The C compiler later inlines
this functions and can unroll the for loops for small arrays with a
fixed number of elements. The SIMD instructions introduced by
fine-grain parallelism extraction are converted into target-specific
intrinsic function calls. These functions are replaced by single
assembler instructions during C compilation. Therefore, the ADL
description contains a list of SIMD instructions including their
intrinsic function name.

The communication on multiprocessor systems can present a
huge impact on the whole system performance. In a first step,
the communication primitives use an architecture-independent
API. As API, we rely on a subset of the Message Passing Interface
(MPI) [39] that can be efficiently supported by both target architec-
tures. Using a standard API also enables the evaluation of the gen-
erated parallel code on general-purpose processors. Both target
architectures support a streaming-oriented data communication
allowing direct transfer of registers between two processor cores.
In a second step, we optimize the communication code and reduce
the start-up costs by using coarse-a target-specific API to transfer
Scilab variables between processors. The target-specific API must
then be specified within the ADL.
8.2. Target-specific code generation

The target-specific code generation compiles the C source code
from parallel platform code generation into an executable binary
for the target architectures. The binary could then be either simu-
lated by the multi-core architecture simulator or executed on the
target architecture. Both ALMA target architectures are coming
along with a software toolchain including a C compiler, an assem-
bler, and linker [40]. Depending on the specified target architecture
within the ADL description, the appropriate software toolchain is
selected and the C source code is compiled into executable bina-
ries. The compiler translates C source code into assembly language
source code. The assembler accepts assembly language source code
and generates machine language object files. The linker combines a
list of object files into a single executable binary. The linker accepts
object files and object file libraries.

Both C compilers of the target architecture are based on the
LLVM compiler infrastructure [41]. The back-end of the LLVM com-
piler generates the target-specific assembler code. Thereby,
amongst other things, the instruction selection performs a pattern
matching to transform target-independent instructions used by
the compiler to target-dependent instructions available within
the architecture. Thereby, the intrinsic SIMD functions inserted by
fine-grain parallel extraction are converted into target instructions.
For RISC processors, the scheduling assigns an order to the instruc-
tions and places each instruction into one time slot. Within the
ALMA project, both architectures use a VLIW ISA. Scheduling for
VLIW processors must additionally perform a fine-grain parallelism
extraction and utilize the available Instruction Level Parallelism (ILP)
in order to decide which instructions are executed in parallel.
9. Multicore architecture simulation

The multi-core architecture simulator plays an important role
for application testing and performance estimation in the ALMA
toolflow. In contrast to a common architecture simulator, the
ALMA simulator must be flexible to enable the simulation of all
ALMA architectures and configurations that could be expressed
within the ADL. Therefore, it relies on the SystemC/TLM [42] sim-
ulation language and provides a library of SystemC Modules that
can be referenced inside the ADL.

The ADL simulator uses two input files. The first input will be
the application binary generated by the parallel code generation.
As output, it generates profiling information that is used by coarse-
and fine-grain parallelism extraction for profile-based
optimizations.

As the second input, the simulator will use an ADL file to specify
the simulated target architecture and its configuration. Each ADL
Module has a reference to a SystemC simulation class in the simu-
lators module library and supports additional simulation-specific
parameters.

In order to support different abstraction levels that make use of
the hierarchical description of modules, each module can define a
deactivate variable. This variable controls the simulation of a mod-
ule as Black Box Model on a higher abstraction level or as a detailed
model using its submodules within a lower level of abstraction.

Fig. 8 shows a Gajski-Kuhn-Chart that demonstrates the use of
different abstraction levels. The simulator is able to extract differ-
ent structural abstraction levels per module as well as the accord-
ing behavioral annotations. This allows a mixed simulation using
different abstraction levels per module.

For initialization of the simulation environment, the simulator
first parses the ADL description into internal data structures.
Therefore, the ADL Compiler is embedded as a library into the sim-
ulator. Afterwards, the initialization uses the structural informa-
tion from the internal data structure to instantiate and connect
existent SystemC modules according to the target architecture/
configuration described within the ADL file. After initialization of
the SystemC modules, the application binary is loaded into the
available memory. The simulation is started by calling the SystemC
simulation kernel.

In the ALMA toolflow two processor cores, Recore’s X2014 and
KIT’s Kahrisma architecture, will be made available in the library
that could be realized by either an Instruction Set Simulator (ISS)
or a Cycle-Accurate Simulator (CAS).

During simulation, the simulator will collect statistics, profiling,
and tracing information of the individual processor cores, network,
and memory components. The information will be made available
to the coarse- and fine-grain parallelism extraction modules to en-
able profile-guided optimizations. Furthermore, the information
could be used by the end user for application or architecture
optimizations.
10. Evaluation of the ALMA approach

The ALMA approach and toolchain is evaluated by targeting two
state-of-the-art MPSoC architectures from industry and academia
using two application test cases from telecommunication and im-
age processing domain.

10.1. Embedded multicore target platforms

Some of the most exciting recent developments in embedded
architectures are the advances made in multicore and reconfigura-
ble architectures [43]. The ALMA toolchain targets two such novel
architectures.

10.1.1. Kahrisma
The Kahrisma architecture [7–9], as shown in Fig. 9, is a hyper-

morph reconfigurable processor architecture. It features dynamic
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reconfiguration of the instruction set as well as instruction format,
e.g. switching between 2-issue and 8-issue Very Long Instruction
Word (VLIW), to execute a configurable number of statically-sched
operations in parallel. Multiple processor instances (each instance
may be configured to execute a different instruction format) can
co-exist in parallel. Each instruction format requires a different
amount of resources and provides different peak performance
characteristics.

Each processor instance is a clustered dynamic VLIW processor
supporting precise interrupts. It comprises – dependent on the
configuration – between 1 and 4 Encapsulated Datapath Elements
(EDPE), between 1 and 4 Instruction Rename Tiles, 1 Control Flow
Tile, and 1 or 2 Instruction Cache Tiles. Dependent on the number
of EDPE elements, the VLIW processor can execute 2, 4, 6, or 8
operations in parallel and has 32, 64, 96, or 128 registers. The
32-bit instruction set features 8-bit and 16-bit vector operations.

The Kahrisma architecture supports a hardware centric pro-
gramming model. The memory model defines three layers: (1) Lo-
cal processor registers, which are only accessible locally, (2) local
Fig. 9. Illustration of ALMA
scratchpad memory, which is only accessible locally, and (3) main
memory, which is accessible globally through local L1 data caches.
There exists no cache coherency between the data caches. Addi-
tionally, a communication network for direct data transfer be-
tween processor core instances is used. The communication
network can be accessed by dedicated communication assembly
instructions. They are available in C through inline assembler.
The communication network is self-synchronizing causing a pro-
cessor instance to automatically stall until a communication
assembler instruction is being completed. On top of the communi-
cation network, an MPI 1.3 library implementation is available.

The Kahrisma architecture comes along with a software tool-
chain [40] for the C programming language including an LLVM-
based C compiler [44], an assembler, a linker, and a cycle-approx-
imate single-core simulator [45]. The software toolchain supports
code generation for and simulation of all configurable Kahrisma
processor instances.

10.1.2. Tile-based multicore DSP architecture
Fig. 9b illustrates Recore Systems’ tile-based multicore architec-

ture template. In the tiled architecture, a number of tiles are inter-
connected with I/O blocks and a bus-based General-Purpose
Processors (GPP) subsystem using a 2D mesh Network-on-Chip
(NoC). The main tiles are Xentium� and Montium� DSP cores and
memory blocks. For the GPP subsystem, an embedded micropro-
cessor is used such as an ARM� or a LEON. The Xentium� processor
[46] is a 32/40-bit fixed-point DSP core designed for high-perfor-
mance embedded signal processing. Its VLIW [47] architecture fea-
tures ten parallel execution slots with support for Single Instruction
Multiple Data (SIMD) operations and zero-overhead loops. The
Montium� is a coarse-grained reconfigurable 16-bit fixed-point
DSP processor [48,49] designed for low-power, compute-intensive
signal processing. With its five execution units and ten parallel
memory banks, the Montium resembles a VLIW architecture. How-
ever, it does not have a fixed instruction set as a conventional VLIW
core. The Montium execution units do thus not fetch instructions
but are instead explicitly (re) configured to perform the required
functionality. Once configured the Montium resembles more ASIC
than a DSP processor. This coarse-grained reconfigurability of exe-
cution units is fast and done at run time. Instances of the tile-based
multicore architecture template are demonstrated in Integrated
Circuit (IC) [2,50] and Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) [51].

Programming this kind of heterogeneous multi-core architec-
tures entails some additional complexities as each type of core
has its own optimized toolchain. These point tools must be used
to generate efficient target code for each specific core. Even though
target architectures.
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DSP and GPP cores can often be programmed using the C program-
ming language, the toolchains can vary substantially; providing
different C run-time libraries, different levels of C language support
(C89, C99, language extensions, etc.), different built-in or intrinsic
functions, and different levels of Operating System (OS), simulation,
debugging, and profiling support. Devising a single multi-target
toolchain that natively supports all (combinations of) target cores
and that can compete with vendor-specific point tools does not
seem viable. Like the ALMA toolchain, such a toolchain needs in-
stead to be built on top of existing toolchains.

In [52], a multicore platform with forty-five Xentium DSP cores
one ARM� microprocessor core is programmed using a run-time re-
source manager. At run time, the resource manager computes and
executes the mapping of applications to the currently available re-
sources. When mapping an application, the resource manager relies
on an annotated task graph defining inter-task dependencies and
specifying processing and communication requirements. The con-
struction of annotated task graphs and compilation of application
code for the processing tasks are done before deployment. Code
compilation is done using single-core toolchains. The task graph
construction is typically mostly manually. The construction includes
task dependency analysis and splitting, merging, and parallelizing
tasks as well as calculation of bounds on processing and communi-
cation requirements. A (quasi) automatic toolchain for this con-
struction would extend further the applicability of the approach.
10.2. Application test cases

To ascertain that programmers can directly apply the program-
ming toolchains that the ALMA consortium develops in the course
of the project, ALMA targets two cases in market domains with dif-
ferent, complementary requirements.

The first case is from the field of telecom, and intends to support
the fast development of next generation of Point-to-Point/Point-to-
Multipoint wireless communication systems. Multi-core architec-
tures are a very good fit, since many performance-critical functions
must be executed in parallel in order to meet real-time constraints.
The call for short time-to-market at a minimum design effort re-
quires high-quality models that produce optimized code, and re-
lease the designer from the code optimization burden through a
set of tools that allow efficient optimization and parallelization
of system-level models with minimum designer intervention.

The second case is from the image-processing domain. It uses
object features to simultaneously track a number of different ob-
jects. The use of standard scale-invariant features like SIFT features
[53] has a high computational load and a real-time implementa-
tion on embedded systems with strong restrictions on power con-
sumption is very hard to achieve. The computational load can also
vary heavily from image to image. For embedded systems offering
low computational power, the algorithm must be adapted and par-
allelized over multiple processors. Partitioning the algorithm for
such systems by hand is difficult, error-prone and in nearly all
cases not optimal. The final goal is to demonstrate the tracking
of objects in a video live stream in real-time. This could be the basis
for the implementation of such algorithms in smart cameras.
11. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented the ALMA toolset that aims to deli-
ver an end-to-end solution for semi-automatic parallelization of
Scilab code to embedded multicore architectures. Two distinct
phases are identified, the parallel code production and the parallel
platform code generation. Two important tools integrate all the
parts of the toolset, (1) the ALMA Intermediate Representation
(ALMA IR) representing the Scilab code during the parallelization
steps and (2) the Architecture Description Language (ADL) enabling
the architecture independence of the toolset by providing an ab-
stract specification of the target architectures. The parallel code
production includes the frontend Scilab code parsing, a set of
transformations for the code IR followed by coarse- and fine-grain
parallelism extraction. The frontend generates the ALMA IR out of
the annotated Scilab input language. Coarse-grain parallelism
extraction partitions, maps, and schedules the tasks to the target
processors. Fine-grain parallelism extraction exploits the available
data-level parallelism and selects appropriate data types. The par-
allel platform code generation compiles the ALMA IR to executable
machine code. The ALMA parallel software optimization environ-
ment is combined with a fully functional SystemC simulation
framework for multicore architectures, which will be defined
through generic SystemC interfaces/protocols to connect existent
simulation modules targeting multiple architectures. The ALMA
toolset, although extensible at the hardware platform level, will
use the Recore’s multicore architecture as well as KIT’s Kahrisma
multicore embedded architecture as hardware targets. On the soft-
ware side, the ALMA toolset is evaluated by two application test
cases from telecommunication and image processing domain with
different, complementary requirements.
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